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The crosswalk near Pyles
Elementary School in
Stanton, California.

W

hen a car ran over a school crossing guard’s
foot—inside a crosswalk—a messy local traffic situation came to a head. Tensions were
already running high at Pyles Elementary School in
Stanton, California; the principal called the Public
Works Department of the suburban Southern California city, complaining that parents were not respecting
the crosswalk even when children were walking in it.
Public Works Director Allan Rigg then called in surveyors from the Complete Streets Safety Assessments
program based at the University of California (UC),
Berkeley to evaluate the school environs, as well as
other serious traffic safety issues in the town.
Transportation engineer Nazir Lalani and transportation planner Bruce Appleyard researched
collision statistics, listened to a team of local stakeholders, and visited the site of the accident. They
recommended one-way traffic to mitigate the school
circulation problem.

“We had to look at the circumstances specific to
that one parking lot and that one crosswalk,” says
Lalani, a past international president of the Institute of Transportation Engineers who has performed
more than 70 safety assessments for cities, counties,
and tribes. It is a solution that may not have been
right for another town, he notes, but that addressed
the particular behaviors in the community surrounding Pyles Elementary School.
Safety assessments are examples of in-person,
on-site, peer-to-peer technology transfer to solve
problems and to accelerate the implementation of
technological advances and research-based best
practices. High-tech solutions are part of any technology transfer process, but even webinars, online
resources, and virtual reality do not replace human
beings observing a situation or technology, talking
about what they see, and querying the immediate
experience and expertise of local stakeholders.
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“Traffic engineering is similar to science and
sociology—often, designs are more like experiments
that are tested and then adjusted. One must observe
in person how all the factors of a particular traffic
situation work—or don’t,” Rigg says. “This is especially true when dealing with parents who are in a
hurry and children who still are learning how to be
safe.”

Demonstration Showcase

On-Site Safety Assessments
The Complete Streets Safety Assessment program
is a multiday blitz. At the request of a city, town,
county, or tribe, a pair of UC Berkeley evaluators will
research, observe, and report on local traffic safety
issues and then will recommend solutions.
To prepare for a site visit, the evaluation team

reviews and analyzes information provided by the
local agency and researches statewide traffic incident databases. The team then leads a conference
call with the local stakeholders before heading to
the site. The call is an important step that allows
all participants in the project to look at the data,
develop a list of key issues, refine the scope of work,
and consider outsiders’ perspectives.
After the initial review, the team presents an
analysis of the area’s worst traffic problems and then
asks the stakeholders what they think. The answers
they get vary dramatically—crash data can point to
intersections that may or may not be of top concern
to a particular community. In Stanton, the collision
statistics did not flag the Pyle Elementary School
traffic issue at all; nonetheless, it was a priority for
the local agency.
Many towns and cities have highly capable city
engineers or other experts but call for the safety
assessment anyway. The prospect of a visit catalyzes
action, forcing agencies to assemble the right people
to address a complex or thorny issue. Busy agencies constantly must prioritize problems and put
out fires; according to Lalani, a safety assessment
visit also provides an opportunity for an agency to
stop and actively focus on the most urgent problems.

Students and parents
walk home from Pyle
Elementary. Observing a
site in person—not just
examining statistics—
provides practical insights
into safety issues and
mitigation measures.

Domino Effect
Technology transfer involving innovation requires
a different type of problem solving: building confidence that a technology’s gains outweigh its perceived risks and the challenges of its implementation.
Before potential end users invest money and human
power, they want to know whether it will work.
To answer that question about ABC, Ralls connected the technology with problem solvers on the
ground. She self-identifies as an innovator, having
served as head of the American Association of State
Highway and Transportation Officials’ (AASHTO’s)
Technology Implementation Group prefabricated
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Another core person-to-person tool is the demonstration showcase, which consists of briefing and
education sessions followed by a real-time, in situ
technology implementation. Mary Lou Ralls, former
head of the bridge division at the Texas Department
of Transportation (DOT), used the format to advance
the adoption of accelerated bridge construction
(ABC) in the United States—a technology transfer
success story.
To help people overcome concerns about trying
something new, Ralls comments that “nothing beats
being on the ground, talking one on one with the
people who actually have implemented this technology and solved problems along the way.”
No matter how consistently technologies perform, humans are complex and unique creatures;
although webinars and other online collaboration
and information-sharing tools are practical and
expedient, it often is necessary to meet in person to
share innovations, observations, and insights.
When stakeholders talk directly to each other
about a transportation issue, they can address such
critical human factors as risk aversion, skepticism,
and stress, and can deliver stronger, more lasting
solutions to transportation technology implementation challenges. Personal technology transfer is
becoming rare, however; in an environment of budget belt-tightening and virtual meeting access, travel
budgets often are seen as dispensable.
A closer examination of on-site safety assessments, demonstration showcases, and peer
exchanges can illuminate and demonstrate the value
of people talking directly to each other about problems and solutions. These methods never will be
obsolete; when applied to the correct situations, they
can improve, accelerate, and strengthen the technology transfer process.
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Success Story

Assembling Stakeholders

In 2004, Ralls chaired an AASHTO delegation
that traveled to Belgium and the Netherlands and
observed a new way to build bridges. “We saw these

Cross-pollination between stakeholders is a critical
element of in-person technology transfer. It assuages
concerns, overcomes skepticism, and provides people with the confidence that they can reap the benefits of a technology while reasonably anticipating
implementation challenges.
“Sitting down and talking one on one with the
construction contractor or the designer, or the person who did the construction inspection for the project, and hearing all the details of how it went and
what the issues were, are instrumental in technology
adoption,” Ralls notes. “A web presentation may or
may not include answers to the questions asked by
individual construction, design, or administrative
professionals.”
Tennessee DOT bridge engineer Wayne Seger, who
participated in Florida’s ABC demonstration and activated the technology in his home state, observes that
he found the presentations from local stakeholders
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bridge implementation panel, but she understands
that many people and most government entities are
not as comfortable with risk.
Demonstrations mitigate risk by allowing agencies and other stakeholders to become familiar with
on-the-ground implementation details. That familiarity has propelled ABC and other technologies
like tow plows to broad implementation. Such successes are why the demonstration showcase is the
“gold standard” for accelerating technology transfer,
according to Ralls.
Technology showcases enable transportation professionals to observe other projects as innovations
are applied, to see real-world challenges, and to
question stakeholders about concerns without commitment or risk, according to a Public Roads article
on demonstration showcases (1).

self-propelled modular transporters actually lifting
up whole prefabricated bridges, ready to go and
putting them into place overnight,” Ralls says. Such
transporters only were used in the United States for
novelty applications that required the movement of
unusually large, heavy objects—not for bridges.
The benefits of the technology were evident:
bridge construction that previously would have
required weeks or months of expensive, disruptive
traffic detours was completed in a matter of hours
with staged prefabricated elements that simply were
dropped into place.
When the delegation returned, the Florida state
bridge engineer vowed to implement the technology.
In 2006, Florida DOT hosted the first ABC demonstration in the United States. Representatives from
Utah DOT attended; a year later, Utah DOT moved
its first bridge with a self-propelled modular transporter.
From there, Utah DOT adopted accelerated
approaches to bridge design and construction as the
state’s new standard. According to Public Roads, by
January 2014 the agency had used the transporters
to build more than two dozen precast superstructures and had used ABC methods and elements
more than 230 times (1).
Utah was one of many U.S. states and Canadian provinces to implement ABC techniques as a
direct result of seeing the Florida demonstration.
“The demonstration built a sense of comfort and
familiarity with a technology that bridge engineers
had never seen before,” Ralls says. “Nothing replaces
seeing something with your own eyes—it shows that
it can be done.”

Demonstration showcases
of innovative techniques
like accelerated bridge
construction (ABC) have
facilitated widespread
implementation.
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Self-propelled modular
transporters (SPMTs) lift
prefabricated bridge
panels at Pioneer
Crossing, Utah. Utah
DOT learned about
SPMTs at a Florida
demonstration and, by
2014, had deployed the
technology to build more
than two dozen precast
superstructures.
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especially valuable. “Attendees were given both the
contractor’s perspective as well as the state’s perspective on the project,” Seger says. “The contractor
shared the challenges he faced in constructing the
superstructure spans and how he used the self-propelled modular transporters to haul the new spans.”
Safety assessments share this stakeholder interaction; visits bring together public works, planning, and
public health departments as well as school districts
and law enforcement. The collaboration starts early,
with a conference before the visit.
“It’s surprising how many stakeholders have never
been to the table before,” Lalani says. “The conference
gets law enforcement talking to engineering staff,
building relationships that maybe existed but have
since drifted.” Having different perspectives at the
table yields different types of insights, he adds.
Complete Streets Safety Assessment teams incorporate multiple perspectives. In addition to a traffic
engineer, an evaluation team often includes a law
enforcement specialist, who works with the local
police department on optimizing traffic management
and record keeping to improve safety. The team also
might include a planner, who works with the agency
on development strategies for policies and funding to
support safety recommendations, and on long-range
planning that considers how future growth and development might affect traffic.

fabricated elements—could improve bridge projects
in Vermont.
“We could use the same approach for planning,
materials, engineering, and public outreach, but
could make it Vermont-specific,” Symonds says.
When Tropical Storm Irene arrived in Vermont
months after the I-93 bridge demonstration, it hit
the state hard. Symonds applied ABC-related lessons
learned to address the state’s immediate needs.
Demonstrations frequently yield improvements
as observers and implementers explore the whys and
what-ifs. Sitting next to the expert who solved the
problem is a different experience from talking on
a phone, Ralls observes: “You don’t get a uniform
response—you get disagreements and discussions.
These interactions are hard to capture in web-based
training—they’re personal.”

Same Technology,
Different Transfer

Case Study: Tow Plows
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It can be difficult to document such nonlinear influences, but the adoption of tow plows provides a case

After the widespread
destruction of Tropical
Storm Irene in 2011,
engineers with the
Vermont Agency
of Transportation
undertook large
bridge repair, applying
lessons learned from
a Massachusetts
demonstration of ABC
techniques.
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A single technology often is applied differently to
individual situations. Even within the categories of
urban, suburban, rural, and tribal, no one solution
fits all locations, Lalani notes. For example, the Stanton assessment report included not only a long-term
plan designed for that particular school’s travel patterns, but also a short-term, inexpensive solution to
diffuse a tense community situation quickly.
ABC demonstrations gave several agencies the
confidence to adapt the technology for related uses
that were unique to their location’s needs. “The
value of the showcases is not necessarily to have
other owners implement carbon copies of the projects or technologies,” says Wayne Symonds, a Vermont Agency of Transportation bridge engineer who
attended a 2011 ABC demonstration on I-93 in Massachusetts.
Symonds described the traffic at the I-93 demonstration site as “an order of magnitude larger than
anything in Vermont and two orders larger than our
typical bridge projects.” After speaking with contractors and designers at the demonstration, however, Symonds and his team realized that the same
methods—using short-term road closures and pre-

Face-to-face
communication of
information, research,
and experience can help
promote the acceptance
of innovative solutions
such as roundabouts.
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FHWA peer exchanges
allow transportation
specialists to share
technology practices and
experiences.

Although the Federal Highway Administration’s
(FHWA’s) Peer Exchange program primarily is
focused on how DOTs manage research—that is,
processes like technology transfer or performance
measurement—the FHWA also supports in-person workshops, roundtables, and sessions in which
peers share technology-specific information.
Many other in-person forums and formats focus
primarily on technical operations and topics; a notable example is the National Winter Maintenance
Peer Exchange. The Western Transportation Institute (WTI) of Montana State University has spearheaded the biennial event since 2007.
The 2015 National Winter Maintenance Peer
Exchange in Bloomington, Minnesota, included
state best practices reports; a panel on managing
traffic operations during a winter storm; and breakout sessions investigating topics from equipment
procurement and maintenance methods to the relative merits of salt, brine, and slurry.
Although the WTI peer exchange sets the
research agenda for the field, participants greatly
value the practical technology transfer exchange.
According to an announcement for the 2015 peer
exchange, attendees from 2013 overwhelmingly
cited the sharing of best practices and innovations
as the most helpful part of the event.

study of cumulative improvements. The devices
attach to a snowplow and expand the vehicle’s plow
width from one to two full lanes, increasing fuel efficiency, productivity, and efficiency.
Originally developed in Missouri, the plow
acquired innovations with other states’ adoption:
several DOTs added salt spreaders to the plows, Tennessee added a Kupper ceramic blade for packed
snow, Minnesota added a laser guidance system, and
Utah added a stainless steel spreader.
According to National Cooperative Highway
Research Program Report 768, Guide to Accelerating New Technology Adoption Through Directed Technology, tow plows are one of the top technologies
advanced by demonstration showcases (2).

High and Low Tech

Peer Exchanges
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Before AASHTO selected the tow plow as a focus
technology for national implementation, the innovation was shared with other DOTs in a peer exchange
run by Missouri DOT.
Valuable cross-pollination can occur at events
for people who do the same job or need to solve
the same problem. In the same way that a conference inspires participants to incorporate new ideas
and different perspectives into their work, peer
exchanges energize activity and thought around a
particular technology or professional function.

As states adopted new
tow plow technologies—
aided by demonstration
showcases—they also
added innovations of
their own, like stainless
steel spreaders.

In-person collaborations and high-tech tools are not
mutually exclusive. They enhance each other, and
acceleration occurs within these interactions—for
example, electronic information exchange that supports on-site visits. In addition to collision databases,
the safety assessment team asks agencies for such
documents as speed limit databases, traffic signal
maps, and traffic calming maps.
The data for Stanton, California, revealed that
the leading cause of pedestrian–car collisions at a
dangerous Beach Boulevard crossing was drivers
failing to yield to pedestrians in the crosswalk. Were
Stanton residents scofflaws who did not care about
the safety of pedestrians? The on-site inspection
revealed that drivers just needed better visibility as
they approached the crosswalk.
Doing It Right
A Complete Streets Safety Assessment in the small
city of Modesto, California, kicked off with a meeting
that used teleconferencing to include all stakeholders. Together, the group used data analyses, Google
Earth, and street views to establish a shared perspective of the locations under review before the observation team arrived. According to Lalani, technology
deployed in the preparation process helps streamline

Value of Documentation
Digital photo and video documentation collected at
in-person events become part of the digital archives,
which document a technological advance, create a
visual baseline, and yield new observations at a later
date—ones an on-site observer may have missed.
Videos also broaden the audience for demonstrations, with free, global access to platforms like YouTube and Vimeo.
Whether written or visual, documentation from
in-person events has many applications. Such materials can provide the evidence that helps convince
a city council or state agency that an improvement
is worth paying for. Documentation can support
a variety of grant applications and can validate an
agency’s own findings in negotiations with a partner on solutions to a shared problem. A technology
champion also can use documentation to get other
stakeholders on board.
Nothing is more low-tech than spontaneous conversation. Personal interactions are opportunities
for experts to promote technological improvements
like roundabouts, which face resistance despite an
expanding body of research demonstrating effectiveness in intersection management, Lalani notes. Conversation also helps dispel myths, mitigate concerns,
and cite research and personal experience.

collaborations that will help them serve their state’s
transportation needs most effectively.

Technological Tools
Technological advancement is well established as
the present and the future of transportation, and
high-tech tools show much promise in helping people
teach and facilitate the adoption of new technologies.
Augmented reality and virtual reality are
up-and-coming collaborative media platforms.
So-called virtual showcases will improve upon
video conferences and webinars, bringing remote
spectators to a location. In Public Roads, authors
suggest that virtual technology can allow users to
play and replay a bridge replacement animation
independently, to examine it from different viewpoints, to strip away ground layers and construction
material layers, and to bring up technical documents
related to the equipment in real time (1).
New collaboration tools constantly are in development; however, low-tech technology transfer plays
an important role in the implementation process.
In-person, peer-to-peer interactions in collaborative
and contextual settings make complex technologies
more accessible, forge relationships, spur discussions, and build confidence. This helps people overcome impediments and helps amplify and iterate
innovations.
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Representatives from
Iowa DOT, FHWA, local
agencies, construction
companies, and
universities attend an
ABC demonstration
showcase.
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Travel Pays Off
As states face budget cuts and constraints, DOTs
align their remaining resources to support such priorities as maintenance efforts and safety-related services. Out-of-state travel funds typically are slashed,
along with other seemingly expendable line items.
Although maintaining roads and addressing
safety issues are imperative, cutting all travel is
penny wise and pound foolish. Innovations improve
services and save lives and money; confining agency
personnel to their offices limits access to the very
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and focus the 50- to 60-hour on-site visit.
Similarly, demonstrations are supported by
research, webinars, reports, and other online materials before, during, and after the event. The demonstration showcase format always starts with a session
to review materials and information, and ends with
a follow-up that provides additional documentation.
Webinars and other virtual communications
amplify findings and insights from in-person events.
Both Lalani and Ralls use data, videos, photographs,
and PDFs from their events in webinars to help to
train experts and inform agencies. Ralls conducts
a monthly webinar on ABC technology that draws
between 400 and 1,000 registrants, with multiple
viewers at many of the sites.
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